
From: michelle hruschka 
Sent: March 24, 2021 8:07 PM 
To: clerk@hamilton.ca 
Subject: STOP THE SPRAWL 
 
Attention to all at City Council: 
 
I am writing to express my perspective on this public consultation. 
 
In my view the greatest issue is the growing homelessness problem, the growing number of tenants like 
myself facing N12 evictions simply because of greed. 
 
You can all flap your lips about affordable housing that will never be built, as you all represent the needs 
of affluent rather then those struggling the most. 
 
I have written about Jason Farr and Chad Collins, who were on CHML last summer who were both in 
complete histrionics, painting very untoward picture of the homeless.  It is evident they care about the 
affluent not concerned about their own lack of action and concern years before that caused the 
inhuman conditions that were the encampments. 
 
Destroying farmland will cause greater food insecurity, why does the film Soylent Green enter my.mind. 
 
How about the job title housing support worker that does not find you housing and given my recent 
battle with not for profit organizations who keep saying, not my job, yet you all keep funneling money 
into a system that still carries the nuances of the workhouses of the Victorian Era. 
 
The covid has definitely affected the ability of individuals like myself who cannot afford to engage in 
zoom conferences, which is allowing for a rushed public consultation process that sees the affluent 
earning more. 
 
Stop the sprawl, you guys covered up sewergate, so there is no possible way you all can say you stand 
up for the environment  the living plants and fellow creatures we live with. 
 
Why is it you are always hiding in camera? 
 
This is not a democracy, in my view!  Time to add in all eligible voters in totals opposed to just those 
who mark an X beside a name which skews results.  The current mayor had only around 21%, not the 50 
% you all keep pounding into the minds of the public. 
 
I rest my case!! 
 
Michelle Hruschka  
SCRAP  
steel city rising against poverty  
 

🦁  the lion roars 
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